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Abstract: This article investigates the consequences of the Shared Risk Ressource Groups
(SRRG) model on classical combinatorial concepts of network survivability. It focuses on
complexity and approximability issues, and on the evolutions of the relationships among
these questions.
We introduce a combinatorial model for SRRG based on edge-colored graphs. The
notions of colored cut and colored spanning tree are introduced, the hardness and non-
approximability of path, cut and spanning tree colored optimization problems are proved.
We provide approximation algorithms, and investigate specific polynomial cases.
Deep differences between colored combinatorial questions and their counterparts in clas-
sical graph theory are shown. In particular, results concerning the relationships among
colored problems are presented.
Key-words: Reliability, Shared Risk Resource Group, colored graphs, complexity, ap-
proximability.
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Complexité et approximabilité
des groupes de ressources partageant un risque
Résumé : Dans ce rapport, nous étudions l’influence de la modélisation des groupes de
ressources partageant un risque (SRRG) sur les concepts classiques d’optimisation combin-
atoire dans les réseaux. Nous concentrons nos travaux sur les questions de complexité et
d’approximabilité, ainsi que sur l’évolution des relations entre ces problèmes.
Nous introduisons un nouveau modèle combinatoire pour les SRRG basé sur des graphes
arêtes colorés. Nous introduisons les notions de coupe coloré et d’arbre couvrant coloré
puis nous prouvons la complexité et l’inapproximabilité des problèmes de chemins, coupe et
arbres couvrant colorés. Ensuite, nous proposons des algorithmes d’approximations et nous
étudions des cas polynomiaux spécifiques.
Nous exhibons les différences fondamentales entre les problèmes combinatoires colorés
et leur contrepartie en théorie des graphes classique. En particulier nous présentons les
relations entre les différents problèmes colorés.
Mots-clés : Fiabilité, Groupes de ressources partageant un risque, graphes coloré, com-
plexité, approximabilité
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1 Introduction
In graph theory many problems consists in finding a minimum cost subset of edges satisfying
some given property. The cost is often the size of the set, or a linear function such as the
sum of the cost of the edges. Problems such as minimum cost spanning tree, minimum cut
problems and shortest paths belong to this familly. These problems model applications in
which edges are independent.
Recently the need to take into account correlations between edges has appeared, moti-
vated by the network survivability concept of Shared Risk Link Group, later generalized to
Shared Risk Resource Group (see section 2). A SRRG is a set of resources that will break
down simultaneously if a given failure occurs. One can then define the “safest” path as the
one using the least number of groups, and two “disjoints” paths as a pair of paths using
resources belonging to different groups.
Shared Risk Resources Groups are naturally modeled by associating to each risk a color,
and to each resource an edge colored by each of the colors representing the risks affecting
the resource. Henceforth, one can restate classical graph problems as follows. Given a graph
and a set of colors on the edges, find a minimum cost subset of the colors having some
property. As example, one may wish to find the path connecting two vertices that uses the
minimum number of colors, such a path is indeed the “safest” one, as previously defined.
This work is motivated by the consequences of the concept of SRRG, and its colored
graph model, on combinatorial problems yielded by classical network survivability issues..
Therefore, we investigate the complexity and approximability of subgraph problems that are
polynomial in the usual settings, such as paths, cuts and spanning tree problems. We show
that these problems become NP-Hard and hard to approximate, unless strong restrictions
are assumed. We also show that the relationships between colored graphs problems are
deeply different from those between their counterparts in classical graph theory.
2 Shared Risk Resource Groups
Shared Risk Resource Groups are relevant in numerous practical settings. Indeed, it can
model correlated traffic jams of road networks, as well as cascading failure scenario in elec-
trical networks. In particular, SRRG have been introduced for modeling group of resources
in a telecommunication network which may fail simultaneously [11, 13, 14].
Multiple failures scenario has been neglected for a long time by survivable network design
studies. Recently, this kind of situation has revealed unavoidable with the spread of mod-
ern day multilayer networks such as IP/WDM, MPLS networks, P2P or GRID computing
overlay structures. As example, in such a multilayer network, multiple and apparently inde-
pendent virtual links may be paths sharing a link on the underlying network, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Consequently, a single failure on the link (FG) would induce multiple failures on
the set of links of the virtual topology.
In general cases, a Shared Risk Resource Group of a network may include links and
vertices. Using the usual graph representation of the network, a SRRG would thus be a
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Figure 1: A Shared Risk Link Group : (AI) and (BE) links share the same risk (FG).
set of vertices and edges. However, using straightforward graph transformations, one can
consider only sets of edges without loss of generality.
Therefore, SRRG problems have mainly been studied in the context of network sur-
vivability. The diverse routing problem has been investigated from several viewpoints. It
consists in finding two paths between a pair of vertices in a graph, such that no SRRG
failure cause both paths to fail. This problem is much more difficult than the traditional
edge or vertex disjoint path problem in graph theory [1, 7] because two links may belong to
the same SRRG, independently of the topology of the graph. Furthermore, the generalized
SRRG diverse routing problem is NP-complete [7].
A relaxation of this problem, the minimum overlapping color disjoint paths problem,
as well as the minimum cost SRRG diverse routing problem and the routing problem under
both link capacity and path length constraints are also NP-complete [7]. Consequently, several
heuristics approaches have been studied [1, 9]. These studies have identified the existence
of trap topologies in on-line algorithms [9, 16]: if a path crosses such a trap topology, there
may not exist a diverse path, even though two diverse paths exist in the network.
A weighted version of these problems has also been investigated. If each SRRG has a
probability of failure, the objective is to find one or more paths for each connection, such
that the reliability for each connection is maximized [17].
3 Colored Graphs
In this section we define formaly colored graphs. However, we prove that it is enough to
consider that edges are monochromatic.
According to the general case of Shared Risk Ressource Groups, an edge may belong to
several colors, modeling the fact that a resource may face different and independent risks.
INRIA
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Figure 2: Exemples
Depending on the context, this property may be interpreted in several ways whether we
have to choose one of the colors to cross the edge or we need all the colors to cross the edge.
However, in case we need to choose one of the colors, we can easily replace an edge belonging
to X colors by X monochromatic parallel edges, and in case we need all the colors, we can
replace the edge by a chain of X monochromatic edges.
Therefore, in the following we will assume that monochromatic edges, which means edge
disjoint colors, Hence the following definitions.
Definition 1 (Colored graph) A colored graph is a triple G = (V, E, C) where (V, E) is
an undirected graph and C is a partition of E. A weighted colored graph is a colored graph
such that each color c ∈ C has a weight wc ≥ 0.
We will also say that a vertex is adjacent to a color whenever an edge of that color is adjacent
to that vertex. The colored degree of a vertex is then its number of adjacent colors.
Definition 2 (span of a color) The span of a color is the number of connected compo-
nents of the subgraph induced by the edges of this color (Fig. 2(b), 2(c)).
The counterparts of classical problems consists in finding a minimum cost set of colors
satisfying a given property. As exemple a colored path is defined as a subset of colors
whose corresponding edge set contains an usual path (Fig. 2). Similarly, we define colored
st-cut, colored cut, and colored spanning tree, and the following problems, motivated
by network survivability issues.
RR n° 5859
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The Minimum Color Path problem (MC-Path) consits in connecting two vertices
using as few colors as possible. The weighted case is related to finding a path of minimum
failure probability. The Color Disjoint Paths problem arises naturally. When no such
set exists, one can look for Minimum Overlapping Paths, that is a set of paths shar-
ing a minimum number of colors. Finding pairs of such paths is of specific interest. The
corresponding problems are denoted 2-Color Disjoint Paths and 2-Min. Overlapping Paths.
MC-st-Cut problem consists in finding a minimum size set of colors disconnecting two
vertices s and t. Similarly, we can define the MC-Multi-Cut and MC-Cut problems.
Note that the size of a MC-Cut is upper bounded by the minimum colored degree, as in
classical graphs. The MC-Spanning Tree problem is to find a minimum size set of colors
inducing a connected subgraph, as depicted in Fig. 2.
Table 1 sums up the results obtained for colored problems. The weak relations relations
between Color Disjoint Paths and MC-st-Cut (analogous to min-cut equal max number of
edge disjoint paths) are investigated in section 7.
4 MC-Path & MC-st-Cut
The complexity of the MC-st-Cut problem is similar to the one of the MC-Path problem
[18], and is proven by a reduction to the Minimum Set Cover problem. In the remaining
of the article, a Minimum Set Cover instance (Min. Set Cover) is defined by a set
U = {u1, . . . , un} and a collection S = {s1, . . . sm} of subsets of U . The problem is then to
find a minimum size subcollection S ′ ⊆ S such that each element of U is contained in at
least one of its sets [4].
In the reduction, to each subset of Min. Set Cover corresponds a color of MC-st-Cut and
to each element ui of Min. Set Cover corresponds an st-path of MC-st-Cut which is colored
according to the subsets where ui belongs (Fig. 3).
Theorem 3 The MC-st-Cut problem is NP-Hard.
Actually, the aforesaid reductions to Min. Set Cover of MC-Path and MC-st-Cut give
more than their NP-Hardness.
Theorem 4 The MC-Path and MC-st-Cut problems are not approximable within a factor
o(log |V |) unless NP ⊆ TIME(nO(log log n)).
A stronger innaproximability result can be derived, we provide the proof for MC-Path
but the idea extends with syntaxical modification to the case of the MC-st-Cut.
Theorem 5 For any constant p ∈ N+ the MC-Path and MC-st-Cut problems are hard to
approximate within a factor O(logp |V |) unless NP ⊆ TIME(nO(log log n)).
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Figure 3: Some colored problems instances built from a Min. Set Cover instance.
The key of the proof of this theorem is the following self-improvement construction which
is similar to the one used in an inapproximability proof for the Maximum Clique problem
[6].
Given a colored graph G = (V, E, C) and two vertices a, b ∈ V we build a square colored
graph G2a,b (Fig. 4). First we replace each edge (u, v) of G by a copy Guv of the graph G,
the vertices u and v are identified with the vertices a and b of the copy. There are thus
|E|2 edges in G2a,b. Then for an edge (x, y) belonging to a copy Guv , we define its color as
(cuv , cxy), where cxy is the color of edge (x, y) in G. Hence the color set of G
2
a,b is C × C.
Note that two edges belonging to distinct copies of G replacing edges of distinct colors
of G are of distinct colors in G2a,b too. In the same way the graph G
p
a,b is built for any p ∈ N
by replacing each edge of Gp−1a,b by a copy of G.
The proof of Theorem 5 derives easly from the two following lemmas.
Lemma 6 Let G be a colored graph, a and b two vertices of G and p ∈ N. Optimal solutions
of MC-Path in G and in the graph Gpab of G satisfy the relation |OPT(G
p
ab)| = |OPT(G)|
p.
4
3
3
2
1
a b
(a) G
(1,1)
(1,4)
(1,3)
(1,3)
(1,2)
(4.4) (4,3)
(4,3)
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(b) G2
a,b
Figure 4: A graph G and its square graph G2a,b.
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Figure 5: Reduction of MC-Path with colors of span 2 to Maximum 3 Satisfiability
Lemma 7 Let A be an algorithm for MC-Path, then ∀p ∈ N a colored path PG of G of cost
lower than |A(Gpab)|
1
p can be deduced from A(Gpab).
Lemma 6 and 7 are based on the decomposition of a path of Gpab into paths of G. To
prove Theorem 5 assume that A is a O(logp |V |)-approximation algorithm and run it on
Gp+1ab . Then Lemma 6 and 7 lead to a contradiction with Theorem 12.
4.1 Bounded color span case
In this section, we assume that the span of each color is bounded by a constant k. When
k = 2, the reductions to Min. Set Cover of [18] and Theorem 3 are inadequate to show the
NP-hardness of MC-Path and MC-st-Cut since they require that the maximum size of the
subsets available to cover the elements of the Min. Set Cover instance is bounded by k = 2
too. In this case Min. Set Cover can be polynomialy solved by matching techniques. We
give a reduction to Maximum 3 Satisfiability (M3S) which proves not only the NP-hardness
of MC-Path and MC-st-Cut with colors of span at most two, but also an inapproximability
property.
Again, the proofs are identical for MC-st-Cut and MC-Path thus we focus on the path
problem. The idea of the reduction is to assign a set of colors to each literal of a M3S instance
and construct a graph composed of two parts (Fig. 5). To cross the first part several paths
are available, each one corresponds to an assignement (true/false) of the variables of M3S
according to the colors it uses. The second part represents the clauses of M3S, to cross this
part an additional color is needed for each unsatisfied clause of M3S. Of course the colors
are assigned such that no color has span greater than two.
Proposition 8 The MC-Path and MC-st-Cut problems are NP-Hard when the span of a
color is bounded by two and are hard to approximate within a factor 1+ ε1 for some ε1 > 0.
Proposition 8 is the building bloc to prove Proposition 9. In the following, just replace
path by st-cut to obtain the MC-st-Cut case.
Proposition 9 When color have span at most k, MC-Path and MC-st-Cut are hard to
approximate within a factor kε2 , for some ε2 > 0.
Proof: We construct from an instance of MC-Path on a graph G such that each color has
span at most two, the instance Gpab for some p ∈ N. Note that in G
p
ab each color has span
at most 2p. By lemma 6 and 7 no algorithm can approximate MC-Path within a factor
RR n° 5859
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(1 + ε1)
p otherwise contradicting Proposition 8. Assume now that the span of a color is
bounded by k ∈ N. We can write k = 2log2 k. Hence in the case p = dlog2 ke, it is hard to
approximate MC-Path within a factor (1 + ε1)
log2 k ≤ (1 + ε1)
dlog2 ke. This expression can
be written kε2 = (1 + ε1)
log2 k for ε2 = (log2 k)(ln(1 + ε1))/ ln k, that is ε2 = log2(1 + ε1) is
independent of k.
5 Minimum Color Spanning Tree
Unlike other colored problems, when each color has span one the MC-Spanning Tree problem
remains NP-Hard. This problem is very similar to Min. Set Cover. Indeed, we show that
MC-Spanning Tree is as complex as set cover, and that a greedy algorithm achieves a
logarithmic factor approximation.
Theorem 10 Set cover is equivalent to a particular case of MC-Spanning Tree in which
each color has span one.
Sketch of proof: The reduction is based on associating a color of MC-Spanning Tree to each
subset of Min. Set Cover. By forcing the existence of an element contained in every subset
of the Min. Set Cover instance, on can ensure the equivalence between a cover of Min. Set
Cover and a colored spanning tree of MC-Spanning Tree.
The similarity between Min. Set Cover and MC-Spanning Tree is even deeper: an
approximation algorithm [15] for Min. Set Cover can easily be adapted to MC-Spanning
Tree.
Theorem 11 A greedy H|V |−1-approximation algorithm exists for MC-Spanning Tree, where
H|V |−1 = 1 +
1
2 + · · · +
1
|V |−1 = O(log |V |).
Sketch of proof: The proof is based on the following greedy algorithm.
Each color c as a weight wc. Start with the colored graph deprived of its edges. It
contains thus |V | connected components, each reduced to a single vertex. At iteration i, let
nic be the decrease of the number of connected components that would occur during this
iteration if the edges of color c are added to the graph. The distributed cost of color c is
then its weight distributed among the nic removals, that is wc/n
i
c. The edges of the color of
lowest distributed cost are then added to the graph. The algorithm stops when the graph
is connected.
By construction, the color set chosen by this greedy algorithm is a colored spanning tree.
Note that there are at most min{|V |, |C|} iterations.
The principle of the proof of Theorem 11 is to bound the distributed cost of a chosen
color, that is the cost of each removal.
INRIA
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Figure 6: Example of edge-colored graph built from a Max. Independent Set instance.
6 Color Disjoint path
The counterpart of the k edge-disjoint paths problem consists in finding k color-disjoint
paths. In the case of paths connecting two nodes (s, t-paths), the classical problem is easy
to solve using single commodity flow techniques, or Menger augmentations. However, the
colored version of the problem turns out to be much harder.
Theorem 12 The Maximum Number of Color Disjoint Paths Problem is not approximable
within a factor o(n1−ε) unless NP = P .
Proof: Our reduction uses Maximum Independent Set inapproximability. To a graph
G = (V, E), we associate the following color disjoint paths problem. We connect a source s
to each vertex of G. Then each vertex v of G is connected to a sink t using a path whose
length is the degree of v, as depicted in Fig. 6. The edges of the path are colored with
the edges of G that are adjacent to v. One can easily see that two paths u − t, v − t are
color disjoint if u and v are not adjacent. The maximum number of color disjoint paths is
henceforth the size of the maximum independent set of G.
7 Relations between problems
We will now show through examples that colored problems differ from classical graph theory,
not only by their complexities, but also by their mutual relationships. It is in particular the
case of the number of color disjoint st-paths and the MC-st-Cut, which are no longer tightly
linked. The max flow-min cut relation being essential in the study of network reliability,
this lack of link makes the Color Disjoint Paths problem even more thorny and stresses the
interest of the Min. Overlapping Paths problem [18].
The sizes of a MC-Spanning Tree and a MC-Cut do not verify the same inequalities as
their classical counterpart [5]. This is another example of these differences.
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Theorem 13 For each k ∈ N, there is a colored graph and two vertices s and t of it such
that the MC-st-Cut has value k while there cannot be found two color disjoint st-paths.
Furthermore, this colored graph is also such that the MC-Cut has value k while there
cannot be found two color disjoint spanning trees.
Proof: Let k ∈ N be a constant. We construct a colored graph G containing
(
2k
k
)
+ 1
vertices and 2k colors. G is a path with multiple edges such that each subset of k colors
is represented on exactly one of the multiple edges. Let s and t be the extremities of the
path. A colored spanning tree in G is merely a colored st-path and a MC-Cut is actually a
MC-st-Cut.
Suppose we have already chosen a subset Ck of k colors for the tree (resp. path). Subset
Ck has a complement Ck of k colors too. Both are represented by a multiple edge of G.
Thus, to go through the edge corresponding to Ck the tree (resp. path) needs a color from
Ck, which is not in Ck.
Therefore, a spanning tree in G, or an st-path needs at least k + 1 colors. Since there
are only 2k available colors, Theorem 13 follows.
s t
Figure 7: A single color disjoint spanning tree while the minimum color cut is 2.
Other families of colored graphs exists, for exemple there is a family of graphs containing
k2 colors and 2k2 edges.
However, an upper bound on the ratio max number of color disjoint st-paths/ MC-st-Cut
depending on the size of the colored graph may exists. Note that when the number of colors
of the graph equals the MC-st-Cut value, then there is at least one st-path of each color.
Moreover, another pair of problems, MC-st-Cut and MC-Multi-Cut, has different rela-
tionships than their classical counterparts.
Proposition 14 MC-Multi-Cut is equivalent to MC-st-Cut.
Sketch of proof: First MC-st-Cut is a special case of MC-Multi-Cut.
Then take k copies G1, . . . , Gk of graph G, one for each pair si, ti to be disconnected in
a MC-Multi-Cut instance. Merge all vertices si ∈ Gi (resp. ti) together into a single vertex
s (resp. t). A colored st-cut in this new graph is trivialy a colored multicut in G.
8 Polynomial and “easy” special cases
In this section we present some restrictions under which colored problem are polynomial or
approximable.
INRIA
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Proposition 15 When each color has span 1, the MC-Path, MC-st-Cut, MC-Cut, 2Color
Disjoint Paths and 2Min. Overlapping Paths problems are polynomial.
Sketch of proof: We use the following transformation to extend a result from [2] on the MC-
Path problem. Given a colored graph G = (V, E, C), construct the graph H = (VH , EH ),
where each vertex of VH represents a color of G. There is an edge between two vertices of
VH if two edges with the corresponding colors are adjacent in G. Now add vertex s (resp. t)
and edges between s (resp. t) and any vertex of H representing a color adjacent to s (resp.
t) in G.
The colored problems in G reduce then to their classical counterparts st-paths, vertex-
st-cut, vertex-disjoint paths in the graph H . For 2Min. Overlapping Paths, note that any
two st-paths necessarily overlap on vertices which are vertex-st-cut of size one.
For MC-Cut, remark that a colored graph in which colors have span one can also be seen
as an hypergraph in which the vertices spanned by a color form an hyperedge. The MC-Cut
is the equivalent to finding a minimum hyperdeges cut in an hypergraph. This problem is
polynomial [12].
The above transformation leads also to a trivial k-approximation algorithm for MC-Path,
MC-st-Cut and MC-Cut when colors have span at most k.
Theorem 16 When each color has span k, the MC-Path, MC-st-Cut, MC-Cut, 2Color
Disjoint Paths and 2Min. Overlapping Paths problems can be approximated with f factor k.
Sketch of proof: In the previous transformation, each color generates a number of vertices
equals to its span, that is one for each connected component of the subgraph induced by its
edges. The edges are no more set according to adjacencies between colors, but according to
adjacencies between the aforesaid connected components of all colors.
Now assume that Γ is the value of a minimum vertex st-cut in the new graph. Since
there are no more than k vertices corresponding to the same color, and since in the minimum
color st-cut of the initial colored graph at most Γ components are cut, the number of colors
of a minimum color st-cut in G is between Γ and Γ/k. Naturally the same reasoning works
for MC-Path. For MC-Cut modify the hypergraph transformation like the previous one.
The case of MC-Cut is quite particular, since it can be solved in polynomial time when
the number of edges of each color is bounded by a constant k′.
Proposition 17 When each color contains at most k′ edges, MC-Cut can be solved in poly-
nomial time.
Sketch of proof: Let S be the value of the minimum edge cut of the colored graph without
taking its colors into account. Then, the value of the optimal color cut is in [S/k′, S], and
the associated edge cut must have size in [S, k′S]. In [8], Karger proved that there exist at
most |V |2k
′
cuts of size in [S, k′S]. Moreover, they can be generated in polynomial time.
Hence, the problem can be solved by examining all the k′-approximated minimum cuts
(about |V |2k
′
) and counting the colors they use.
RR n° 5859
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Note that when the maximum colored degree of the graph is bounded, MC-Cut, MC-st-
Cut and MC-Multi-Cut are also polynomial since the subsets of colors of span lower than
the bound can be enumerated in polynomial time.
9 Conclusion
In this paper we have conducted a complexity and approximability study of combinatorial
problems yielded by Shared Risk Resources Groups and their modelization with colored
graphs.
We showed that global problems (MC-Cut and MC-Spanning Tree) and local problems,
i.e. concerning two vertices such as MC-Path and MC-st-Cut, belong to different complexity
classes (Table 1). Global problems turn out to be easier than local ones. If the case of the
MC-Spanning Tree is solved (log n is the approximation factor), the complexity of MC-Cut
is still a conjecture in the general case.
We proved that MC-Path and MC-st-Cut are not approximable within a factor logk(n),
and we can prove that those problems belong to the class III defined in particular in [6], that
is they are not approximable within a factor 2log
1−γ n for some γ > 0. But inapproximability
within a factor nε is still open. However the square construction of section 4 may allow to
find a booster construction for MC-Path and MC-st-Cut [6] like the one used to show the
inapproximability of Clique problem.
We also proved than no approximated min/max relation analogous to the classical max
flow-min cut theorem hold for colored graphs. Note that this is not surprising since otherwise
MC-st-Cut would admit an approximated certificate, and we believe that the problem does
not admit any good approximation algorithm.
In the case of bounded span k, we provided an obvious k-approximation and proved that
there is no kε-approximation.
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A Proofs
Theorem 16 (p. 13) When each color has span 1, the MC-Path, MC-st-Cut, MC-Cut,
2Color Disjoint Paths and 2Min. Overlapping Paths problems are polynomial.
Proof: A path in H correponds to a colored path in G and an st-vertex-cut in H actually
represents a colored st-cut in G. Furthermore, two vertex-disjoint paths between s and t in
H are trivially color disjoint in G. If no vertex-disjoint paths exist between s and t, then
there is a vertex c1 ∈ H corresponding to a color crossed by every st-path. The set C
′ of
such colors can be found by recursively computing disjoint paths from s to c1 and c1 to t
and so on. Thus two st-paths both cross every color from C ′, and the theorem follows.
Finally for MC-Cut, remark that a colored graph which colors have span one can also
be seen as an hypergraph where the minimum cut problem is polynomial [12]. Each color
generates an hyperedge composed of every vertex adjacent to that color.
Theorem 3 (p. 6) The MC-st-Cut problem is NP-Hard.
Proof: [Theorem 3] In the reduction each set sj of the Set Cover instance corresponds to
a color cj of the MC-st-Cut instance and a colored graph is constructed as follows.
Begin with two vertices s and t. For each element ui of the Min. Set Cover instance
add a path between s and t containing an edge of color cj for all sj containing ui in the
Min. Set Cover instance. The graph obtained has n parallel paths between s and t (Fig. 3).
Therefore disconnecting s and t requires to cut each of these paths.
A cut of k colors corresponds to k sets that hits all the paths between s and t, that
is all the elements of the Min. Set Cover instance, it is thus a cover. On the other hand,
a cover for the Min. Set Cover instance corresponds to a set of colors of the MC-st-Cut
instance, and since the cover hits every elements, the set of colors intersects all the paths
of the MC-st-Cut instance. Hencefore Min. Set Cover is a special case of MC-st-Cut of the
same size.
Theorem 12 (p. 11) The MC-Path and MC-st-Cut problems are not approximable within
a factor o(log |V |) unless NP ⊆ TIME(nO(log log n)).
Proof: [Theorem 12] Fig. 3 illustrates the reduction of Min. Set Cover to MC-Path given
in [18]. The number of vertices and colors of the Minimum Color Path instance constructed
as in [18] is polynomial in |U | and |S| of the Set Cover instance. Thus approximating the
path problem within a factor o(log |V |) would mean approximating the Set Cover within a
factor o(log |U |) too which is hard unless NP ⊆ TIME(nO(log log n)) [3, 10].
Lemma 6 (p. 8) Let G be a colored graph, a and b two vertices of G and p ∈ N. Optimal
solutions of MC-Path in G and in the graph Gpab of G satisfy the relation |OPT(G
p
ab)| =
|OPT(G)|p.
Proof: [Lemma 6] We first prove that OPT(G2ab) ≤ OPT(G)
2 and then the other way.
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A Consider an optimal solution for the MC-Path in G using color set Copt and remark
that the Carthesian product Copt ×Copt is a colored path in G
2
ab. Indeed if the path P
connects a to b using only colors in Copt in G, the path of G
2
ab obtained by replacing
each edge of P in G by the path P provides a feasible solution in G2ab and uses only
colors in Copt × Copt.
B Consider now a solution for G2ab, and the associated path P induced on G, that is
think of the copies of G in the construction of G2ab as the edges they represent in G.
In the following we refer to P as the external path. Let CP = {ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cip} the set
of colors used by path P in G. If path P contains several edges of the same color ci
one may assume that inside the corresponding copies of G in G2ab the path uses the
same internal subpath Pi and thus the same color set {ci} × CPi .
Then the number of colors used by the solution on G2ab is |CPi1 |+ |CPi2 |+ . . .+ |CPip |.
Suppose w.l.o.g. that |CPi1 | ≤ |CPi2 | ≤ . . . ≤ |CPip |, therefore a better solution is to
replace each internal subpath Pi with the shortest subpath Pi1 . The cost is decreased
to |CPi1 ||CP |. Now replace the external path P with Pi1 if |CPi1 | ≤ |CP |, otherwise
replace Pi1 with P .
An optimal solution for G2ab is thus composed of optimal solutions for G : the external
path has to be a shortest path in G as well as the internal paths, otherwise contradicting
the optimality of solution for G2ab.
This proof generalizes to the case of Gpa,b, there are then p levels of paths instead of only
the external and internal ones.
Lemma 7 (p. 8) Let A be an algorithm for MC-Path or MC-st-Cut, then ∀p ∈ N a colored
path PG of G of cost lower than |A(G
p
ab)|
1
p can be deduced from A(Gpab).
Proof: [Lemma 7] Algorithm A returns a solution for Gpab of cost Cp which can be improved
in the same way as in part B of the proof of lemma 6. The number of colors of such
a solution verifies CpPG ≤ Cp where CPG is the cost of a minimum color path PG found
while decomposing solution Cp like in part B. Note that PG can be a path of any level of
Gpab in the initial solution of cost Cp. Anyway PG is a minimum color path in G verifying
CPG ≤ [C
p
PG
]
1
p ≤ [Cp]
1
p .
Theorem 5 (p. 6) For any constant p ∈ N+ the MC-Path and MC-st-Cut problems are
hard to approximate within a factor O(logp |V |) unless NP ⊆ TIME(nO(log log n)).
Proof: [Theorem 5] Suppose algorithm A is a O(logp |V |)-approximation algorithm for
some p ∈ N and let OPT be the value of an optimal solution. Then there exists a constant
α such that for any instance (G, a, b) of MC-Path A(G) ≤ α(logp |V |)OPT.
Now construct Gp+1ab and run algorithm A on it. Thus we haveA(G
p+1
ab ) ≤ α log
p(|V |p+1)OPTp+1
where OPTp+1 is the cost of an optimal path in G
p+1
ab .
Lemma 7 tells us that a solution PG can be derived from A(G
p+1
ab ) which cost satisfies
CPG ≤ [A(G
p+1
ab )]
1
p+1 , and lemma 6 tells us that OPTp+1 = OPT
p+1.
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Therefore CPG ≤ [α(p + 1)
p logp |V |]
1
p+1 .OPT = α
1
p+1 (p + 1)
p
p+1 log
p
p+1 |V|.OPT.
In other words, the existence of a O(logp |V |) approximation algorithm implies the ex-
istence of a o(log |V |) approximation algorithm for MC-Path which is not possible unless
NP ⊆ TIME(nO(log log n)) (theorem 12).
Proposition 8 (p. 9) The MC-Path and MC-st-Cut problems are NP-Hard when the span
of a color is bounded by two and are hard to approximate within a factor 1 + ε1 for some
ε1 > 0.
Proof: [Proposition 8] We reduce the problem to Maximum 3 Satisfiability, with m clauses
and n variables. For each variable xi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we introduce a vertex ui and for each
clause a vertex vj i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, and then an other vertex vm+1. To simplify the writing,
un+1 is a second name for the vertex v1.
Then for i ∈ {1, . . . n} two disjoint paths connect ui to ui+1 . The first (resp. second)
path uses colors Txi,c1 , Txi,c2 , . . . Txi,cli (resp. Fxi,c1 , Fxi,c2 , . . . Fxi,cli ) where cj is the j
th
clause in which the variable xi appears (negated or not), and li is the total number of
clauses in which variable xi appears.
Furthermore for each clause cj we connect vj to vj+1, j ∈ {1, . . . , m} with three parallel
edges, each edge corresponding to a literal y present in the clause cj and which color is either
Fxl,cj or Txl,cj depending on y = xl or y = xl for some l ∈ {1 . . . n} (see figure 5).
In the graph thus constructed the MC-Path instance of insterest is to find a path from
u1 to vm+1 using a minimum number of colors.
For each variable xi we must choose a path from ui to ui+1 which corresponds to a
truth setting. Indeed either the set of colors Ti = {Txi,c1 , . . . Txi,cli} or the set Fi =
{Fxi,c1 , . . . Fxi,cli} is used between ui and ui+1. If Fi is used for variable xi then xi is
assigned the "false" value. Note that to cross from vc to vc+1 for any clause c in which the
literal xi appears, no additional color is needed since there is an edge between vc and vc+1
of a color from Fi.
Therefore when the formula is satisfiable the clause gadget can be crossed without using
any additionnal color.
Consider a path connecting u1 and vm+1, it defines an assignement of the variables, and
has cost
∑
i=1,...n li if and only if the assignement satifies all the clauses. Otherwise one
extra color is needed to cross each unsatisfied clause.
Since
∑
i=1,,...,n li = 3m, the minimum cost of a path is 3m+C
′ where C ′ is the number
of unsatisfied clauses.
In these settings, a minimum color path trivially gives an optimal solution to the Max-
imum 3 Satisfiability instance, and an optimal truth assignement of the variables of the
Maximum 3 Satisfiability instance represents a minimum color path of the instance con-
structed. That proves the NP-hardness of MC-Path.
In addition, it’s hard to decide if the minimum number of clauses unsatisfied is 0 or εsatm
for some εsat > 0 ([15]). Hence it’s hard to decide if the optimal number of colors is 3m or
3m + εsatm, which complets the proof.
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For the MC-st-Cut problem, the construction is similar, on the only difference is that any
set of edges connected in parallel in the path construction are now connected in serie, while
the egdes connected in serie are now connected in parallel. The objective is to disconnect
two vertices instead of finding a path between them.
Theorem 10 (p. 10) The MC-Spanning Tree problem is NP-Hard even if each color has
span one.
Proof: [Theorem 10] We present a reduction to Set Cover. Again we construct a colored
graph G from an instance of Set Cover where each set si from the Cover instance is identified
with a color ci (figure 3). The vertex set of the colored graph is the set of elements U =
{u1, . . . , un} of the set Cover instance with an additional vertex u0.
For each set si there is a clique of color ci in G involving the vertices of si ∪ {u0}. From
the Cover point of view, it is as if u0 belonged to every set si which has not the least influence
upon the solutions of the cover instance while it guaranties that any cover gives a connected
subset of colors for the spanning tree instance.
Trivialy a spanning set of colors in G is a solution of the cover instance and vice versa.
Theorem 11 (p. 10) The greedy algorithm for MC-Spanning Tree is a H|V |−1-approximation
algorithm, where H|V |−1 = 1 +
1
2 + · · · +
1
|V |−1 = O(log |V |).
Proof: [Theorem 11] Let n = |V |. During the algorithm n−1 connected components have
1. Initialization : E ← ∅, G← (V, E), C′ ← ∅, i = 0,
2. While G is not connected do
(a) Compute nic for all c,
(b) Choose the color ci of minimum distributed cost wci/n
i
ci
,
(c) C′ ← C′ ∪ {ci}, E ← E ∪ ci, i← i + 1,
3. Return C′,
Figure 8: MC-Spanning Tree approximation algorithm
to be removed. W.l.o.g. we suppose that color ci is chosen at iteration i and that there are
t iterations.
Let us look at the beginning of iteration i, we suppose that there are still ni components
to remove and that the kth removal occurs during this iteration for a cost which is thus
αk = wci/n
i
ci
.
Then since there remain exactly (n−1)−(n−k) = n−k connected component to remove
just before removing the kth one, ni ≥ n − k.
A colored tree could be obtained just by the addition of a subset of colors from an optimal
colored tree for a cost lower than the cost of an optimal solution OPT . As a consequence
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Figure 9: A single color disjoint st-path while the minimum color st-cut is 3.
the distributed cost of the color ci chosen at iteration i, which is also the cost of the k
th
removal, must satisfy
wci
nici
≤ OPT
ni
, that is αk =
wci
nici
≤ OPT
n−k .
Finaly, since the cost of each chosen color has been distributed among the n−1 removals,
the cost of the colored tree obtained is the sum of the costs of each removal : α1 + α2 +
· · · + αt−1 + αt ≤ OPT (
1
n−1 +
1
n−2 + · · · +
1
2 + 1) = Hn−1OPT .
Another proof of lack of tight relation between the MC-st-Cut and Color Disjoint Paths
problems.
Proof: A graph of the familly we present here contains k2 colors and 2k2 edges and can
be constructed as follows.
Let s, u and t be three vertices. First add k parallel color disjoint paths of k colors each
between s and u. It is possible since k2 colors are available. So far each color is represented
on a single edge.
Then add k parallel disjoint color paths between u and t of length k. Each of these paths
must contain a color from each su-path, as depicted in Fig. 9). Hence a su-path and a
ut-path are not color disjoint.
Therefore, a path from s to t uses in its su section k colors, each of which belongs to one
of the ut-paths and thus no ut-section are left for a second path to use.
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